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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks operating in the licensefree spectrum suffer from uncontrolled interference as those spectrum bands become increasingly crowded. The emerging cognitive
radio sensor networks (CRSNs) provide a promising solution to
address this challenge by enabling sensor nodes to opportunistically access licensed channels. However, since sensor nodes have
to consume considerable energy to support CR functionalities,
such as channel sensing and switching, the opportunistic channel accessing should be carefully devised for improving the energy
efficiency in CRSN. To this end, we investigate the dynamic channel accessing problem to improve the energy efficiency for a
clustered CRSN. Under the primary users’ protection requirement, we study the resource allocation issues to maximize the
energy efficiency of utilizing a licensed channel for intra-cluster
and inter-cluster data transmission, respectively. Moreover, with
the consideration of the energy consumption in channel sensing
and switching, we further determine the condition when sensor
nodes should sense and switch to a licensed channel for improving the energy efficiency, according to the packet loss rate of the
license-free channel. In addition, two dynamic channel accessing
schemes are proposed to identify the channel sensing and switching sequences for intra-cluster and inter-cluster data transmission,
respectively. Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed channel accessing schemes can significantly reduce the
energy consumption in CRSNs.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio sensor network, dynamic
channel access, clustering, energy efficiency.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor network (WSN), as a promising event
monitoring and data gathering technique, has been
widely applied to various fields including environment monitoring, military surveillance and other industrial applications
[1], [2]. A typical WSN consists of a large number of batterypowered sensor nodes to sense a specific area and periodically
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send the sensing results to the sink. Since sensor nodes are
energy-constrained and generally deployed in unattended environment, energy efficiency becomes a critical issue in WSNs.
Meanwhile, as the rapid growth of wireless services make the
license-free spectrum increasingly crowded, WSNs operating
over the license-free spectrum suffer from heavy interference
caused by other networks sharing the same spectrum. The
uncontrollable interference may cause a high packet loss rate
and lead to excessive energy consumption for data retransmission, which significantly deteriorates the energy efficiency of
the network.
Cognitive Radio (CR) has emerged as a promising technology to improve the spectrum utilization by enabling opportunistic access to the licensed spectrum bands [3]. This technology
can also be applied to WSNs, which leads to Cognitive Radio
Sensor Networks (CRSNs) [4]. Sensor nodes in CRSNs can
sense the availability of licensed channels and adjust the operation parameters to access the idle ones, when the condition of
the licensed-free channel degrades. However, since the energy
consumption for supporting the CR functionalities, e.g., channel sensing and switching, is considerable for battery-powered
sensor nodes [5], [6], the opportunistic channel access should
be carefully studied to improve the energy efficiency in CRSNs.
Existing works provide a comprehensive and in-depth investigation on optimizing the quality-of-service (QoS) performances for CRSNs, such as reducing the transmission delay
[7]–[9] or increasing the network capacity [10], [11]. However,
few of them have paid attention to improving the energy efficiency for CRSNs, with a delicate consideration of the energy
consumption in channel sensing and switching. In order to
enhance energy efficiency, the key issue is to determine when
the energy consumption of transmitting a fixed amount of data
can be reduced by sensing and accessing a licensed channel,
compared with the energy consumption when only using the
default license-free channel. It is very challenging since the
decision depends on different factors, including the packet loss
rate of the license-free channel, the probabilities for accessing
licensed channels, as well as the protection for primary users
(PUs). Moreover, due to the dynamic availability of licensed
channels, when sensor nodes decide to sense and access a
licensed channel, another challenge lies in identifying the best
licensed channel to sense and access to optimize the energy
efficiency for data transmission.
In this paper, we investigate the opportunistic channel accessing problem to improve energy efficiency in clustered CRSNs.
Sensor nodes form a number of clusters and periodically transmit their sensed data to the sink via hierarchical routing. They
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work on a license-free channel but are also able to access idle
licensed channels when the packet loss rate over the license-free
channel increases. To protect the PUs sufficiently, the channel
available duration (CAD) is limited for each licensed channel when it is detected as idle. Then, we analyze the expected
energy consumption to determine if sensor nodes can reduce
their energy consumption by accessing a licensed channel,
considering the energy consumption in channel sensing and
switching. Furthermore, to tackle the opportunistic availability of licensed channels, two sequential channel sensing and
accessing schemes with the resource allocation of an accessed
channel are exploited for minimizing the energy consumption
in both intra- and inter-cluster data transmission. Specifically,
the contributions of this work are three-fold.
(i) For both intra-cluster and inter-cluster data transmission,
we determine the condition when sensor nodes should
sense and switch to a licensed channel for potential
energy consumption reduction.
(ii) We propose a dynamic channel accessing scheme to
reduce the energy consumption for intra-cluster data
transmission, which identifies the sensing and accessing
sequence of the licensed channels within each cluster.
(iii) Based on the analysis of intra-cluster data transmission,
a joint power allocation and channel accessing scheme
is developed for inter-cluster data transmission, which
can dynamically adjust the transmission power of cluster
heads and determine the channel sensing and accessing
sequence to reduce energy consumption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II overviews related works. The system model and
problem statement are introduced in Section III. In Section IV,
we provide a detailed analysis of energy consumption for
channel sensing decision and propose a dynamic channel sensing and accessing scheme for intra-cluster data transmission.
Section V presents a joint power allocation and channel accessing scheme for inter-cluster data transmission. Simulation
results are provided in Section VI to evaluate the performance
of the proposed schemes. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper and outlines the future work.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
With ever-increasing wireless services and QoS requirements, traditional WSNs operating over the license-free spectrum, are facing unprecedented challenges to guarantee network
performance. As an emerging solution for the spectrum scarcity
of WSNs, CRSN has been well studied to improve the network
performances, in terms of delay and throughput.
Liang et al. [7] analyze the delay performance to support
real-time traffic in CRSNs. They derive the average packet
transmission delay for two types of channel switching mechanisms, namely periodic switching and triggered switching,
under two kinds of real-time traffic, including periodic data
traffic and Poisson traffic, respectively. Bicen et al. [8] provide several principles for delay-sensitive multimedia communication in CRSNs through extensive simulations. A greedy
networking algorithm is proposed in [9] to enhance the end-toend delay and network throughput for CRSNs, by leveraging

distributed source coding and broadcasting. Since the QoS
performances of sensor networks can be significantly impacted
by routing schemes, research efforts are also devoted in developing dynamic routing for CRSNs [10], [11]. Quang and
Kim [10] propose a throughput-aware routing algorithm to
improve network throughput and decrease end-to-end delay for
a large-scale clustered CRSN based on ISA100.11a. In addition, opportunistic medium access (MAC) protocol design and
performance analysis of existing MAC protocols for CRSNs are
studied in [12], [13].
Most of the existing works can effectively improve the network performances for various WSNs applications, and also
provide a foundation for spectrum management and resource
allocation in CRSNs. However, as a senor network composed of
resource-limited and energy-constrained sensor nodes, CRSN
is still facing an inherent challenge on energy efficiency, which
attracts increasing attention to study the energy efficiency
enhancement.
Han et al. [14] develop a channel management scheme for
CRSNs, which can adaptively select the operation mode of
the network in terms of channel sensing, channel switching,
and data transmission/reception, for energy efficiency improvement according to the outcome of channel sensing. The optimal
packet size is studied in [15] to maximize energy efficiency
while maintaining acceptable interference level for PUs and
achieving reliable event detection in CRSNs. The transmission
power of sensor nodes can also be adjusted for improving the
energy efficiency of data transmission. In [16], Chai et al. propose a power allocation algorithm for sensor nodes to achieve
satisfactory performance in terms of energy efficiency, convergence speed and fairness in CRSNs. Meanwhile, since spectrum
sensing accounts for a certain portion of energy consumption for CRSNs, energy efficient spectrum sensing schemes are
also studied in CRSNs to improve the spectrum detection performance [17], [18]. Furthermore, motivated by the superior
energy efficiency of clustered WSNs, spectrum-aware clustering strategies are investigated in [19], [20] to enhance energy
efficiency and spectrum utilization for CRSNs.
However, a comprehensive study on energy efficient data
gathering is particularly important for CRSNs, which should
jointly consider the energy consumption in channel sensing and
switching, channel detection probability and PU protection to
determine channel sensing and switching decision.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Network Model
Consider a cognitive radio sensor network, where a set of
cognitive sensor nodes N = {s1 , . . . , sn } are distributed to monitor the area of interest, as shown in Fig. 1. According to the
application requirements, sensor nodes periodically sense the
environment with different sampling rates and then report their
sensed data to the sink node [21]. We divide the operation process of the network into a large number of data periods. A
data period is composed of data sensing, data transmission,
and sleeping durations, where sensor nodes sense the monitored area, transmit the sensed data to the sink node, and then
sleep, respectively. Motivated by the benefits of hierarchical
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Fig. 1. The architecture of CRSN.

data gathering, sensor nodes form a number of clusters, denoted
by L = {L 1 , . . . , L m }, to transmit the sensed data to the sink
[22]. Denote the cluster head (CH) of L i as Hi , and the set of
cluster members (CMs) in L i as Ni .
The data transmission is further divided into two phases:
intra-cluster data transmission and inter-cluster data transmission. In the intra-cluster data transmission, CMs directly transmit their sensed data to the cluster heads in a Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) manner. During the inter-cluster data
transmission, CHs aggregate the sensed data and directly send
the aggregated intra-cluster data to the sink. The inter-cluster
data transmission is also based on a TDMA manner, coordinated by the sink. The sensor network operates on a license-free
channel C0 for data transmission, which may occasionally suffer from uncontrolled interference causing a significant packet
loss rate. Enabled by the cognitive radio technique, sensor
nodes can sense the licensed channels and access the vacant
ones, when the packet loss rate of C0 is fairly high. There is
only one radio within each sensor node for data communication, which means sensor nodes can only access one channel
at a time. Moreover, similar to most existing works [13],
[23], we assume that sensor nodes use a network-wide common control channel for control signaling and channel access
coordination.

pox f f = vx /(vx + l x ),
x = l /(v + l ),
pon
x
x
x

H0,x
,
H1,x

(1)

where H0,x and H1,x represent the hypothesis that C x is
idle and occupied, respectively. Sensor nodes are assumed to
sense channel by the energy detection-based spectrum sensing approach [23]. When s j adopts energy detector to sense
C x , the detection probability pd,x, j (i.e., the probability of an
occupied channel being determined to be occupied correctly)
and the false alarm probability p f,x, j (i.e., the probability of
an idle channel being determined as occupied) are defined as
pd,x, j = Pr (Dx ≥ δx |H1,x ) and p f,x, j = Pr (Dx ≥ δx |H0,x ),
where δx is the detection threshold and Dx is the test statistic
for C x . And the misdetection probability can be calculated as
pm,x, j = Pr (Dx < δx |H1,x ) = 1 − pd,x, j .
According to the analysis of [24], the false
 alarm probabil√ 
ϕ fs ,
ity of s j for C x can be given by p f,x, j = Q σδx2 − 1
x

where σx2 is the variance of the Gaussian noise; ϕ is the sensing duration; f s is the sampling frequency and Q(·) is the
complementary distribution function of the standard Gaussian.
The
of sj for C x is given by pd,x, j =
detection probability


ϕ fs
Q σδx2 − γ x, j − 1
2γ x, j +1 , where γ x, j is the average
x
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over channel C x at s j .
To enhance the accuracy of sensing results, sensor nodes
collaboratively perform channel sensing. Specifically, sensor
nodes in the same cluster send the individual sensing results
to the cluster head to make a combined decision. The decision
rules at the cluster head can include AND rule, OR rule, etc.
When OR rule is adopted, PUs are considered to be present if
at least one sensor claims the presence of PUs. Then, if we use
a number of sensor nodes, e.g., a set of sensor nodes y, to cooperatively sense a channel, the cooperative detection probability
Fdx and the cooperative false alarm probability F xf for channel
C x are


(1 − pd,x, j ),
F xf = 1 −
(1 − p f,x, j )
Fdx = 1 −
Nj∈y

Nj∈y

(2)
B. Cognitive Radio Model
Suppose that there are k different licensed data channels
C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } with different bandwidths {B1 , . . . , Bk } in
the primary network. The PU’s behavior is assumed to be stationary and ergodic over the k channels. The cognitive sensor
nodes in the primary network are secondary users (SUs) that
can opportunistically access the idle channels. A fixed common control channel is considered to be available to exchange
the control information among the sensor nodes and the sink.
We model the PU traffic as a stationary exponential ON/OFF
random process [3]. The ON state indicates that channel is
occupied by PUs and the OFF state implies that the channel
is idle. Let Vx and L x be the exponential random variables,
describing the idle and occupancy durations of C x with means
vx and l x , respectively. Thus, for each channel C x , the probability of channel being idle pox f f and the probability of channel
x are
occupancy pon

The cooperative misdetection probability Fmx is defined as
the probability that the presence of the PU is not detected, i.e.,
Fmx = 1 − Fdx . In order to guarantee the accuracy of spectrum
sensing, channel sensing should satisfy a requirement that the
probability of interfering with PUs should be below a predefined threshold FI . In other words, there is a constraint on y
such that

x
x
· Fmx = pon
·
(1 − pd,x, j ) ≤ FI .
(3)
pon
Nj∈y

Given the signal transmission power P j of s j , the noise
power σx2 over C x , and the average channel gain h 2j,i,x of
the link between j and its destination node i over C x , the
transmission rate R j,i,x from j to i can be given as [25]:


Pj
2
(4)
R j,i,x = Bx log 1 + h j,i,x 2 .
σx
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We consider that data transmission over each licensed channel
C x is error-free with the available channel capacity in Eq. (4).
During the intra-cluster data transmission, the transmission
power of each sensor node is fixed to avoid co-channel interference among neighboring clusters [7]. The inter-cluster data
transmission is also performed in TDMA, but CHs can adjust
their transmission power for inter-cluster transmission when
accessing a licensed channel. However, we assume that CHs do
not adjust their power when they transmit data over C0 , to avoid
potential interference to other applications operating on this
license-free channel [26]. The determination of the transmission power over the default license-free channel can be referred
to existing solutions [27], [28], which is out of the scope of this
paper.
C. Energy Consumption Model
The energy consumption of sensor nodes mainly includes
four parts: the energy consumption for spectrum sensing, spectrum switching, data transmission and reception. For each
sensor node, we use es to denote the energy consumption for
sensing a licensed channel, which is fixed and the same for
different channels. Meanwhile, sensor nodes need to consume
energy to configure the radio and switch to a new channel.
Therefore, we use ew to denote the energy consumption that
a sensor node consumes for channel switching. For s j , the data
transmission energy consumption E j,t is based on the classic
energy model [29], i.e., E j,t = (P j + P j,c ) · t j,x , where t j,x is
the data transmission time, P j is the transmission power and
P j,c is the circuit power at s j . Following a similar model in [30],
1
P j,c can be calculated as P j,c = α j + ( − 1) · P j , where α j
η
is a transmission-power-independent component that accounts
for the power consumed by the circuit, and η is the power
amplifier efficiency. Physically, η is determined by the drain
efficiency of the RF power amplifier and the modulation scheme
[29], [30]. Therefore, we have the energy consumption of data
transmission at s j is
E j,t =

1
1
· P j · t j,x + α j · t j,x = (P j + αc, j ) · t j,x ,
η
η

(5)

where αc, j = η · α j is defined as the equivalent circuit power
consumption for data transmission. The energy consumption
for data receiving is related to the data that a sensor node
receives [22]. If s j receives l bits data, the energy consumption
is E j,r = ec · l, where ec is the circuit power for data receiving.

Fig. 2. The time flow of CRSN.

is to efficiently transmit A = s j ∈N A j data to the sink within
a data transmission period, by determining the channel sensing and accessing decision according to the channel condition
of C0 . As an indicator of the time-varying channel condition,
the packet loss rate of C0 is measured/estimated at the beginning of each transmission period, by the RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indicator) and SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) during the
communications of each pair CM-CH and CH-Sink [31], [32],
and assumed to be stable in a data transmission period but may
vary over different periods [31].
According to the network model, the data transmission consists of two phases: intra-cluster data transmission and intercluster data transmission. Therefore, we focus on reducing the
energy consumption during the two phases, respectively. Fig. 2
also shows the time flow of the two phases, which also describes
the objectives of this work. Specifically, we aim to address the
following two issues.
(1) During the intra-cluster data transmission, each cluster L i
should determine whether to sense and access a licensed channel according to the packet loss rate of C0 . When L i decides
to sense and access a license channel, the channel sensing and
accessing sequence should be determined for L i to minimize
the energy consumption of intra-cluster data transmission in a
probabilistic way.
(2) During the inter-cluster data transmission, the channel
sensing and accessing decision should also be carefully determined for potential energy consumption reduction. Since CHs
can adjust their transmission power when accessing a licensed
channel, the transmission power control and dynamic channel
accessing should be jointly considered to minimize the energy
consumption of inter-cluster data transmission.
To ease the presentation, the key notations are listed in
Table I.

D. Problem Statement
Fig. 2 shows the time flow of the CRSN to illustrate the temporal relationship of different actions. As shown in the figure,
a data period consists of three phases, i.e., data sensing, data
transmission and sleeping. At the beginning of each data period,
s j senses the monitored area and generates A j sensed data to
report to the sink. Once the sensed data is successfully transmitted to the next hop, it will turn into sleep mode for energy
saving and wait for the next data period. Since data transmission is independent among different data periods, our objective

IV. DYNAMIC C HANNEL ACCESSING FOR
I NTRA -C LUSTER DATA T RANSMISSION
In this section, we propose a dynamic channel access solution
for intra-cluster data transmission to improve the energy efficiency, according to the temporally fluctuated packet loss rate
over C0 . Specifically, we adopt a four-step analysis to introduce the main ideas of the proposed solution: (1) We analyze
the energy consumption E 1,0 (i) for intra-cluster data transmission over C0 in a cluster L i ; (2) We calculate the optimal energy
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consumption of transmitting intra-cluster data over C0 , the
original energy consumption should be calculated first if a
cluster L i (L i ∈ L) gathers the intra-cluster data over C0 .
According to the system model, the packet loss rate over C0
can be measured for each communication link at the beginning
of each data period. Given the measured packet loss rate of C0 ,
Proposition 1 analyzes the energy consumption of the clusters.
Proposition 1: For any cluster L i (L i ∈ L), if the data
amount of a cluster member s j (s j ∈ Ni ) is A j , and the packet
loss rate between s j and the cluster head Hi over C0 is λ j,i,0 ,
the energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission is
E 1,0 (i) =
s j ∈Ni

A j · E R1, j
,
(1 − λ j,i,0 )

(6)

η · R j,i,0 · ec + P j + αc, j
means the energy
η · R j,i,0
intra-cluster data,
consumption rate

 of s j for transmitting

where E R1, j =

consumption E 1,x (i) in a cluster L i , if L i accesses a licensed
channel C x for intra-cluster data transmission; (3) Since there
are different idle probabilities for the licensed channels, we further calculate the expected energy consumption E 1,x (i) for the
intra-cluster data transmission in L i by accessing C x , taking
the energy consumption of channel sensing and switching into
consideration. Only if the packet loss rate over C0 increases
to a value making E 1,0 (i) > E 1,x (i), C x has the potential to
improve the energy efficiency of intra-cluster data transmission; (4) When there are multiple licensed channels in C can
potentially improve the energy efficiency, we propose a sequential channel sensing and accessing strategy, where the licensed
channel C x with a larger E 1,0 (i) − E 1,x (i) has a higher
priority to be sensed and accessed by L i , to achieve the highest energy efficiency improvement. In the following, we will
detail the main ideas and mathematical analysis of each step,
respectively.

A. Energy Consumption Analysis of Intra-cluster Data
Transmission
Since each cluster aims to opportunistically access a licensed
channel for intra-cluster data transmission to reduce the energy

R j,i,0 = B0 log 1 + h 2j,i,0 P j /σ02 and P j is s j ’s transmission
power.
Proof: For each s j ∈ Ni , it generates Ai data to transmit
during a data transmission period. Since the packet loss rate of
C0 is λ j,i,0 , the expected number of transmission attempts for
each packet is 1/(1 − λ j,i,0 ). Therefore, the expected transmitted data is A j /(1 − λ j,i,0 ). If the transmission power of s j is
Aj
. Therefore,
P j , the data transmission time is
(1 − λ j,i,0 )R j,i,0
for all the sensor nodes in L i , the energy consumption for data
transmission is

A j · (P j + αc, j )
e1,t (i) =
η · (1 − λ j,i,0 ) · R j,i,0
s j ∈Ni
⎡
⎤
A j · (P j + αc, j )
⎣
⎦ .

=
2
2
s j ∈Ni η(1 − λ j,i,0 )B0 log 1 + h j,i,0 P j /σ0
(7)
Additionally, the energy consumption for receiving the sensed
data is


1
Aj ·
(8)
e1,r (i) =
· ec .
1 − λ j,i,0
s j ∈Ni

Therefore, the total energy consumption of intra-cluster data
transmission over C0 is E 1,0 (i) = e1,t (i) + e1,r (i), which can
be transformed to Eq. (6). It completes the proof.

B. Optimized Transmission Time Allocation for Intra-cluster
Data Transmission
According to Eq. (6), the energy consumption for intracluster data transmission in L i grows sharply with the increasing packet loss rate of C0 . If we aim to access licensed channel
C x to reduce the intra-cluster energy consumption in L i , we
should first address the problem: how to allocate the transmission time of CMs to minimize the energy consumption with
the consideration of PU protection. In this section, we focus on
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determining the optimized energy consumption if L i accesses
C x for data transmission.
When L i accesses to C x , the channel available duration
(CAD) of C x , denoted by Tx , is limited to control the interference probability to PUs, due to the fact that PUs may return
at any time point and cause an interference with a certain probability. We define pr as the PU protection requirement, which
means the interference probability to PU during Tx should be
no larger than pr . According to the cognitive radio model,
the PU traffic is an independent and identically distributed
ON/OFF process, with vx as the mean idle time. Thus, if C x
is accessed for Tx , the interference probability of C x is 1 −
e−vx ·Tx . Meanwhile, the probability that C x is idle and detected
as idle is pox f f · (1 − F xf ). Therefore, the interference probability during Tx is pox f f · (1 − F xf ) · (1 − e−vx ·Tx ), and the PU
protection requirement is pox f f · (1 − F xf ) · (1 − e−vx ·Tx ) ≤ pr .
Based on that, the maximum CAD of C x is


1
pr
Tx = − ln 1 − x
.
vx
po f f · (1 − F xf )

(9)

If Tx is large enough to guarantee the complement of the
intra-cluster data transmission in L i , all the data of CMs in L i
can be transmitted over C x . Otherwise, Tx should be carefully
allocated to the CMs of L i to minimize the energy consumption, since CMs have different amounts of sensed data and
different transmission rates, both of which can directly impact
the energy consumption of intra-cluster data transmission. In
the following, we mathematically formulate the transmission
time allocation problem as an optimization problem, which will
be solved to minimize the energy consumption of intra-cluster
data transmission.
For channel C x and cluster L i , let t j,x be the allocated
transmission time of s j (s j ∈ Ni ) over C x . Then, the energy
consumption of s j for data transmission over C x is e j,x =
1
(P j + αc, j ) · t j,x . The residual data of s j , if any, will be
η
transmitted over C0 , with the amount of A j − R j,i,x · t j,x . The
associated energy consumption for transmitting the residual
A j − R j,i,x t j,x · E R1, j
. Let E 1,x (i)
data over C0 is e j,0 =
1 − λ j,i,0
be the total energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission in L i by accessing C x . Then, we have E 1,x (i) =
s j ∈Ni e j,x + e j,0 . There are also some constraints for the
transmission time allocation of Tx . For each CM s j ∈ Ni , the
successfully transmitted data of s j during the allocated time t j,x
should be no larger than the generated data, which means
R j,i,x · t j,x ≤ Ai ,

∀s j ∈ Ni .

(10)

Meanwhile, the allocated transmission time t j,x of s j should be
no less than 0 and the total allocated transmission time of L i
should be no larger than Tx . Thus, we have


s j ∈Ni t j,x

t j,x ≥ 0,

≤ Tx ,
∀s j ∈ Ni .

We aim to determine the time allocation vector t x =
{t1 , . . . , t|Ni | } to minimize the energy consumption of intracluster data transmission, which can be formulated as the
following optimization problem:
(TAP)

tx

E 1,x (i) =

e j,x + e j,0
s j ∈Ni

s.t. (10) and (11).
It can be seen that (TAP) is a classic linear programming
problem. The well-known Simplex method can be directly
applied to solve this problem [33]. In the following, we use
∗ } and E ∗ (i) to denote the optimal time
t ∗x = {t1∗ , . . . , t|N
1,x
i|
allocation and energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission by accessing C x , respectively.
C. Analysis of Channel Sensing and Switching Decision for
Intra-cluster Data Transmission
In this section, we focus on determining the condition when
sensor nodes should sense and switch to a licensed channel for intra-cluster data transmission. By solving (TAP), we
can obtain the optimal energy consumption for transmitting
intra-cluster data over C x . However, due to the uncertain availability of C x and the energy consumption for channel sensing
and switching, we can only obtain the expected energy consumption of intra-cluster data transmission by accessing C x , if
considering these two factors. According to the cognitive radio
model, once L i decides to sense a licensed channel, a number of CMs y should be chosen to perform cooperative sensing
to achieve better sensing performance. Here, | y| is a system
parameter to meet the constraint of Eq. (3), and we assume
| y| ≤ minCi ∈C |Ni |.
Recall that, reducing the energy consumption of intra-cluster
data transmission is the primary objective for channel sensing
and switching. To determine if the energy consumption can be
improved by sensing and switching to a licensed channel, we
first define the expected accessible channel that is expectedly
profitable for a cluster to sense and access.
Definition 1: For cluster L i , an expected accessible channel
is a channel, by accessing which the expected energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission can be reduced,
taking account of the energy consumption for channel sensing
and switching, as well as the idle detection probability of this
channel by cooperative sensing.
According to the definition, the following proposition determines the expected accessible channels for a specific cluster.
Proposition 2: For channel C x , given detection probability
Pdx and false alarm probability P fx , the expected energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission in L i by accessing
C x is
E 1,x (i) = E 1,0 (i) + Y j,i,x Fsx t ∗j,x + 2|Ni |ew Fsx + | y|es , (12)
and C x is an expected accessible channel for L i , if we have
Y j,i,x · Fsx · t ∗j,x + 2|Ni | · ew · Fsx + | y| · es < 0,
where

(11)

minimize

s j ∈Ni



(13)

Fsx = pox f f · (1 − F xf )
and
Y j,i,x =

(P j + αc, j )(1 − λ j,i,0 ) − ηE R1, j R j,i,x
.
(1 − λ j,i,0 ) · η
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Proof: For channel C x with available time Tx , if it is
used for intra-cluster data transmission in L i , the optimal time
∗ }
allocation solution can be determined as t ∗x = {t1∗ , . . . , t|N
i|
by solving (TAP). Then, the optimal energy consumption for
intra-cluster data transmission is


⎡
⎤
∗
∗
E
R
−
R
t
A
j
j,i,x
1,
j
(P
+α
)t
j
c,
j
j,x
j,x
∗
⎣
⎦.
E 1,x
(i) =
+
η
1 − λ j,i,0
s j ∈Ni

(14)
If we consider the energy consumption for channel sensing and switching, the total energy consumption for using C x
∗ (i) + | y| · e + 2|N | ·
in intra-cluster data transmission is E 1,x
s
i
ew . Meanwhile, if L i decides to sense C x , the probability that
C x is detected as available is Fsx = pox f f · (1 − F xf ), according
to the cognitive radio model1 . It means that we have a probability Fsx to use C x and a probability 1 − Fsx to stay in channel C0 .
Therefore, the expected energy consumption for sensing and
switching to C x for intra-cluster data transmission is
∗
E 1,x (i) = Fsx · E 1,x
(i) + | y| · es + 2|Ni | · ew

+ (1 − Fsx ) · E 1,0 (i) + | y| · es

(15)

∗ (i) according to Eq. (6) and
Substituting E 1,0 (i) and E 1,x
(14), respectively, then Eq. (12) can be proved. If C x is an
expected accessible channel for L i , the expected energy consumption should be less than E 1,0 (i), i.e., E 1,x (i) < E 1,0 (i).
Substituting E 1,0 (i) and E 1,x (i) with Eq. (6) and (15), we can
obtain Eq. (13).

Based on Proposition 2, we have the following corollary to
determine the condition in which the cluster L i should sense
licensed channels for intra-cluster data transmission.
Corollary 1: If there exists such channel C x ∈ C that is
an expected accessible channel of L i , L i should sense new
channels for intra-cluster data transmission.
Proof: According to Definition 1 and Proposition 2, the
expected energy consumption for intra-cluster data transmission can be reduced in L i by sensing and switching to the
channel C x , if C x is an expected accessible channel of L i .
Therefore, if there exists such channel C x ∈ C that can meet
the constraint of Eq. (13), L i should sense this licensed channel
for the potential energy efficiency improvement.


D. Dynamic Channel Accessing for Intra-cluster Data
Transmission
In this section, we propose a sequential channel sensing and
accessing scheme for the intra-cluster data transmission of each
cluster.
With Corollary 1, each cluster L i can decide whether
it should sense a licensed channel for intra-cluster data
transmission according to the packet loss rate of the default
channel C0 . However, if there exist a set of expected accessible channels C (C ∈ C) for L i , the problem is which one is
1 When C is detected as idle by cooperative sensing, there is also a probx
x · F x . However, this
ability that C x is not available at this time, which is pon
m
probability is limited below FI by Eq. (3), thus, we ignore it in the analysis of

this work.

Fig. 3. Procedures of the dynamic channel sensing and accessing scheme.

the most profitable to sense and access for intra-cluster data
transmission. Proposition 2 indicates that the channel with the
lowest expected energy consumption E 1,x (i) should be sensed
first. However, E 1,x (i) is only an expected value and the availabilities of licensed channels are totally opportunistic, which
means the expected accessible channels may be detected as
unavailable through spectrum sensing. Therefore, we arrange
the expected accessible channel set C x ∈ C according to the
increasing order E 1,x (i), and L i senses the channels of C one
by one according to the order until detecting a channel as idle.
Then, L i switches to this channel for intra-cluster data transmission. Specifically, we discuss the dynamic channel sensing
and accessing for intra-cluster data transmission in L i in the
following situations.
(i) If C = ∅, it means that there is no expected accessible channel for L i . The cluster does not sense any
licensed channel and uses C0 for intra-cluster data
transmission.
(ii) If C = ∅ and all the channels of C are sensed as unavailable, L i transmits the intra-cluster data over C0 .
(iii) If C = ∅ and C x (C x ∈ C ) is sensed as idle by L i , L i
switches to C x and transmits the intra-cluster data over
C x . If the intra-cluster data is not completed after Tx ,
the channel sensing and accessing decision should be performed again. For each CM s j ∈ Ni , we denote the residual data of s j as Aj . Then, we use Aj in Propositions 1
and 2 to determine the set of expected accessible channels C , and repeat the channel sensing and accessing
according the three situations until the intra-cluster data
transmission is finished in L i .
Based on the discussion above, Fig. 3 shows a flow chart to
illustrate the procedures. Algorithm 1 presents the main idea
of the dynamic channel sensing and accessing scheme for intracluster data transmission.

V. J OINT P OWER A LLOCATION AND C HANNEL
ACCESSING FOR I NTER - CLUSTER DATA T RANSMISSION
After intra-cluster data transmission, CHs aggregate the
received data, and then send the aggregated data to the sink.
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Algorithm 1. Dynamic Channel Sensing and Accessing for
Intra-cluster Data Transmission

A. Analysis of Channel Sensing and Switching Decision for
Inter-cluster Data Transmission

Input: For each s j and C x , the sampling rate sr j , the expected
transmission rate R j,i,x , packet loss rate λ j,i,x , available
transmission duration Tx , and other parameters in cognitive
model and energy consumption model.
Output: Channel sensing and accessing sequence for intracluster data transmission.
1: for all L i ∈ L do
2: Calculate the energy consumption of intra-cluster data
transmission E 1,0 (i) over C0 ;
3: for all C x ∈ C do
4:
Determine E i,x (i) and E i,x (i) by solving (TAP) and
according to Proposition 2, respectively;
5: end for
6: Determine the expected accessible channel set C accord
ing to Proposition 2, and reorder C as C according to
increasing order of E i,x (i);
7: k = 1;

8: while k ≤ |C | do

9:
Sense the k-th channel Ck of C ;
10:
if Ck is idle then
11:
Go to step 18;
12:
end if
13:
k = k + 1;
14: end while


15: if |C | == 0 or k > |C | then
16:
Transmit the residual intra-cluster data over the
default channel C0 ;
17: else
18:
Transmit the intra-cluster data over the channel Ck ,
and allocate the transmission time t j,k to each sensor
node N j ∈ L i ;
19:
if The CAD of Ck is expired and the intra-cluster
data transmission of L i is not completed then
20:
Go to step 2;
21:
end if
22: end if
23: end for

Following the analytical path of intra-cluster data
transmission, we first obtain the energy consumption of
inter-cluster data transmission over C0 in the following proposition. According to our model, CHs do not adjust their power
when they transmit over C0 , to avoid potential interference to
other applications transmitting over this license-free channel.
Therefore, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3: Given the data aggregation rate of Hi (L i ∈
L) as ψi , the packet loss rate λi,s,0 between a cluster head Hi
and the sink over C0 , the energy consumption for inter-cluster
Ai · E R2,i
,
data transmission over C0 is E 2,0 = Hi ∈L
(1 − λi,s,0 )
η · Ri,s,0 · ec + Pi,0 + αc, j
where E R2,i =
means the energy
η · Ri,s,0
consumption rate of Hi for transmitting inter-cluster
data over


2
Pi,0 /σ02
C0 , Ai = s j ∈Ni A j · ψi , Ri,s,0 = B0 log 1 + h i,s,0
and Pi,0 is the transmission power of Hi .
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.

We then determine the minimized energy consumption of
inter-cluster data transmission by accessing licensed channel
C x . Based on Eq. (9), we can calculate the CAD of C x as Tx .
Note that, besides Tx , the transmission power of CHs can also
be adjusted for the inter-cluster data transmission. For each Hi ,
let Pi,x and ti,x denote the allocated transmission power and
transmission time over C x , respectively. The energy consump1
tion of data transmission over C x is ei,x = (Pi,x + αc,i ) · ti,x ,
η
and the energy consumption
the residual
 of transmitting

 data

2
h i,s,x
Pi,x
over C0 , if any, is e0,x = Ai − Bx log 1 +
ti,x ·
σx2
1
. To minimize the energy consumption,
E R2,i ·
1 − λi,s,0
we can jointly determine the transmission power vector
Px = {P1,x , . . . , Pm,x } and transmission time vector tx =
{t1,x , . . . , tm,x } of the CHs, which can be formulated as the
following optimization problem:
(PTAP) minimize E 2,x =
Px ,tx

Based on the analysis of intra-cluster data transmission, in
this section, we focus on the channel accessing problem to
improve the energy efficiency of inter-cluster data transmission.
Similar to the analytical way of intra-cluster data transmission, we perform a four-step analysis to introduce the dynamic
channel access solution for inter-cluster data transmission to
improve the energy efficiency. If we consider all the CHs
and the sink as a cluster where CHs are CMs and the sink
is the CH, the inter-cluster data transmission is similar to
the intra-cluster data transmission. However, since there is no
interference for TDMA-based inter-cluster transmission over
licensed channels, CHs can adjust their transmission power to
transmit their data to the sink when accessing to a licensed
channel.

s.t.

ei,x + ei,0
Hi ∈L



⎧
2
h i,s,x
Pi,s
⎪
⎪
⎪
· ti,x ≤ Ai ,
⎪ Bx · log 1 +
⎪
⎪
σx2
⎨
Hi ∈L ti,x ≤ Tx ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ti,x ≥ 0, ∀Hi ∈ L,
⎪
⎪
⎩
0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax , ∀Hi ∈ L,

∀Hi ∈ L,

where Pmax is the maximum power of CHs.
Since Pi,x and ti,x are two continuous decision variables
for each Hi ∈ L, (PTAP) can be proved as a biconvex optimization problem. The analysis for the solution of (PTAP)
∗ denote
will be discussed in the following subsection. Let E 2,x
∗ , . . . , P∗ }
the optimal energy consumption, and Px∗ = {P1,x
m,x
∗ , . . . , t ∗ } denote the optimal allocated transand tx∗ = {t1,x
m,x
mission power and time, respectively. Then, we can calculate
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the expected energy consumption by accessing C x and determine the expected accessible channel for inter-cluster data
transmission with the following proposition.
Proposition 4: For channel C x , given the detection probability Pdx and the false alarm probability P fx , the expected energy
consumption of inter-cluster data transmission by accessing
C x is
∗
E 2,x = E 2,0 + Yi,s,x Fsx ti,x
+ 2mew Fsx + | y|es ,

(16)

and C x is an expected accessible channel for inter-cluster data
transmission, if we have
∗
+ 2 · m · ew · Fsx + | y| · es < 0,
Yi,s,x · Fsx · ti,x

(17)

and
Yi,s,x =
Fsx = Poxf f · (1 − P fx )

+ αc,i )(1 − λi,s,0 ) − η · E R2, j Ri,s,x
.
s j ∈Ni
(1 − λi,s,0 ) · η
Based on Proposition 4, the following corollary provides the
condition when CHs should sense licensed channels for intercluster data transmission.
Corollary 2: If there exists such channel C x ∈ C that can
be an expected accessible channel for inter-cluster data transmission, CHs should sense licensed channels to transmit intercluster data to the sink.
The proof to Proposition 4 and Corollary 2 are omitted, since they are similar to the proof of Proposition 2 and
Corollary 1.
where



∗
(Pi,x

B. Joint Transmission Power and Time Allocation for Intercluster Data Transmission
In this subsection, we aim to solve the joint transmission
power and time allocation problem (i.e., (PTAP)) for minimizing the energy consumption of inter-cluster data transmission.
We first expand the objective function of (PTAP) as
E 2,x =
Hi ∈L

−

Ai · E R2,i
(Pi,x + αc,i ) · ti,x
+
1 − λi,s,0
η
Hi ∈L


2
Bx log 1 + h i,s,x
Pi,x /σx2 ti,x E R2,i
1 − λi,s,0

Hi ∈L

Ai · E R2,i
Since
is
Hi ∈L 1 − λi,s,0
decision variables, (PTAP)

independent
is

equivalent

.

with
to

(18)

the
minide f

mizing the residual two parts of E 2,x . Let Wi =
Bx · E R2,i
(Pi,x + αc,i ) · ti,x
f
 de
−
and
E 2,x
=
1 − λi,s,0
η
Hi ∈L


 
2
h i,s,x
Pi,x
Wi log 1 +
ti,x , the equivalent problem
σx2
Hi ∈L
of (PTAP) can be given as follows,
(PTAP-E)

minimize
Px ,tx
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to decouple the joint optimization problem into two sequential sub-problems. It can be achieved by first determining the
optimal transmission power for a given transmission time tx
from the feasible set of transmission time. Then, using the
determined optimal Px to derive the optimal tx , which can be
iteratively used to determine the optimal transmission power.
With sufficient iteration, we can obtain the optimal energy consumption. The detailed proof of this decoupling approach is
provided in [29], [34]. Taking advantage of this property, the
solution of (PTAP-E) can be determined as follows.
1) Sub-Problem 1 - Optimization of Transmission Power Px∗
Under Given tx : We first calculate the optimal power allocation vector Px∗ , when the allocated transmission time vector
t is fixed with ti,x ≥ 0 and
Hi ∈L ti,x ≤ Tx . (PTAP-E) is
equivalent to

(PTAP-E1) minimize E 2,x
( Px )
Px


⎧
2
⎪
⎨ B · log 1 + h i,s,x Pi,x · t ≤ A ,
x
i,x
i
σx2
s.t.
⎪
⎩
0 ≤ Pi,x ≤ Pmax , ∀Hi ∈ L.

Obviously, (PTAP-E1) is a convex optimization problem, due
to the convex objective function and convex feasible sets. Note
that, the first constraintof (PTAP-E1)
 can be rewritten as a
Ai

2
, because both
linear constraint Pi,x ≤ 2 Bx ti,x − 1 · σx2 / h i,s,x

Bx and ti,x are no less than 0 and the logarithm function is
monotonously increasing over the feasible set. Therefore, we
have the following proposition.
Proposition 5: If the optimal solution to (PTAP-E1) exists,
i.e., the feasible set of (PTAP-E1) is not empty, the optimal
power allocation Px∗ is
⎧
⎪
0, if Pi,x | ∂ f =0 ≤ 0;
⎪
⎪
∂ Pi,x
⎨
∗
B;
Pi,x = Pi,x | ∂ f =0 , if 0 < Pi,x | ∂ f =0 ≤ Pi,x
, (19)
⎪
∂ Pi,x
∂ Pi,x
⎪
⎪ B
⎩
Pi,x , otherwise.

In the following, we focus on solving (PTAP-E) instead
of (PTAP). The main idea of solving the biconvex problem is

B
Pi,x

where

 A


i
Bx ti,x
2
2
= min 2
− 1 · σx / h i,s,x , Pmax

and

σ2
Wi · η
− 2x .
ln 2
h i,s,x
Proof: Due to the convexity of (PTAP-E1), the locally
optimal solution is the globally optimal
solution.

 Let
2
h
P
+
α
)
·
t
(P
i,x
de f
i,x
c,i
i,x
i,s,x
f (Pi,x ) =
ti,x .
− Wi log 1 +
η
σx2
Its first-order partial derivate is
Pi,x |

∂f
∂ Pi,x

=0

=

2
Wi · ti,x · h i,s,x
ti,x
∂f
.

−
=
2
∂ Pi,x
η
ln 2 σx2 + h i,s,x
· Pi,x


E 2,x

s.t. the same constraints as (PTAP)

∀Hi ∈ L,

Let
Pi,x |

∂f
∂ Pi,x

∂f
∂ Pi,x

= 0, we have Pi,x =
de f

=0

=

(20)

σ2
Wi · η
− 2 x . Here, we set
ln 2
h i,s,x

σ2
Wi · η
− 2 x . Since
ln 2
h i,s,x

∂f
∂ Pi,x

is monotonously
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Algorithm 2. Alternative Convex Search based Algorithm for
Solving (PTAP)

Fig. 4. Illustration of solving (PTAP-E).

increasing over the constraint set of Pi,x , f (Pi,x ) decreases
when Pi,x ≤ Pi,x | ∂ f =0 , and the situation reverses when
Pi,x ≥ Pi,x |
at Pi,x |

∂f
∂ Pi,x

∂ Pi,x

∂f
∂ Pi,x

=0

=0

. f (Pi,x ) would achieve the maximum value

.

Meanwhile, according
to the constraints
of Pi,x , the feasible


Ai

2
and Pi,x ≤ Pmax .
set of Pi,x is Pi,x ≤ 2 Bx ti,x − 1 · σx2 / h i,s,x

 A

i
de f
Bx ti,x
B
2
2
− 1 · σx / h i,s,x , Pmax . Then, we
Let Pi,x = min 2
∗ = 0 if P |
have Pi,x
i,x

0 < Pi,x |

∂f
∂ Pi,x

=0

∂f
∂ Pi,x

=0

∗ = P |
≤ 0; and Pi,x
i,x

∂f
∂ Pi,x

=0

, if

B ; otherwise, P ∗ = P B . It completes
≤ Pi,x
i,x
i,x

the proof.

2) Sub-Problem 2 - Optimization of Transmission Time tx∗
Under Given Px∗ : Given any feasible transmission time vector tx , Proposition 5 presents the optimal transmission power
vector in terms of tx if such an optimal solution exists. In this
sub-problem, we aim to determine the optimal tx∗ for given Px .
The sub-problem 2 can be described as follows.

(tx )
(PTAP-E2) minimize E 2,x
tx


⎧
2
h i,s,x
Pi,x
⎪
⎪
⎪ Bx · log 1 +
· ti,x ≤ Ai ,
⎨
σx2
s.t.
⎪
⎪ Hi ∈L ti,x ≤ Tx ,
⎪
⎩
ti,x ≥ 0, ∀Hi ∈ L.

Input: The parameters of (PTAP), convergence requirement ω,
and the maximum iteration number .
Output: Determining the optimal Px∗ and tx∗ , as well as the
∗ .
optimal energy consumption E 2,x
1: Choose an arbitrary start point { Px (0), tx (0)} from the
feasible set of Px and tx , and set k = 0, E 2,x (0) = 0;
2: repeat
3: For given tx (k), determine the optimal Px (k + 1)
according to Eq. (19);
4: For given Px (k + 1), determine the optimal tx (k + 1)
and E 2,x (k + 1) by solving the linear programming
(PTAP-E2);
5: k = k + 1;
6: until E 2,x (k) − E 2,x (k − 1) ≤ ω or k ≥ ;
Ai · E R2,i
;
7: return Px (k), tx (k), and E 2,x (k) +
Hi ∈L 1 − λi,s,0
E 2,x . For the three situations considered in Section IV-D, they
can be addressed during the inter-cluster data transmission with
the same logic flow. However, as the transmission power of
sensor nodes can be adjusted for different accessed channels,
the channel accessing scheme during inter-cluster data transmission is combined with the power allocation scheme. We
summarize the main idea of our joint power allocation and
channel accessing scheme in Algorithm 3.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

∀Hi ∈ L,

Since Pi,x is a fixed parameter in this sub-problem, (PTAPE2) becomes a linear programming problem, similar to (TAP)
of Section IV-B. The Simplex algorithm can be applied to
determine the optimal tx∗ and energy consumption [33].
Based on the analysis of the two sub-problems with (PTAPE), we focus on (PTAP) using the Alternative Convex Search
method, which is a special case of the Block-Relaxation
Methods [34]. We illustrate the main idea of addressing this
biconvex problem in Fig. 4, and summarize the detailed procedures of our solution in Algorithm 2.
C. Joint Power Allocation and Channel Accessing for Intercluster Data Transmission
In this subsection, we propose a joint power allocation and
channel accessing scheme for inter-cluster data transmission.
Similar to the analysis in Section IV-D, the channel sensing
decision is made according to Corollary 2. Moreover, the channel sensing and accessing sequence should follow the ordered
expected accessible channel set with an increasing order of

We evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes by
extensive simulations on OMNET++ [21], [22]. We setup a
network consisting of 200 sensor nodes forming 10 clusters.
Sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a circular area with
the network radius of 250 m, and the sink is located at the
center. There are 15 licensed channels in the primary network, which can be sensed and accessed by the CRSN. All
the channels including the default working channel C0 are
modeled as Rayleigh fading channels. For each channel C x
(C x ∈ C ∪ {C0 }), the noise spectral density is 10−14 W/Hz (i.e.,
σx2 = Bx · 10−14 W), and the channel gain between si and s j is
−μ
set as h i,2 j,x = γ · di, j , where γ is an exponential random variable with mean value 1, and di, j is the distance between si and
s j , and μ = 3. Instead of setting the parameters of PU traffic
on different licensed channels, we directly set the probability
x = 60% and the channel available duration
that PU is on as pon
(CAD) as Tx = N(100, 20) ms for each C x , where N(a, b)
means the normal distribution with mean value a and variance
b. The other parameters, if not specified in the simulation
figures, are given in Table II. To demonstrate the energy
efficiency improvement, we compare the proposed schemes
with an existing work, named Zhang’s method [35] which does
not consider the energy consumption of channel sensing and
switching in dynamic channel access control, in terms of the
energy consumption of intra- and inter-cluster data transmission. To make a fair comparison, the reward of accessing an idle
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Algorithm 3. Joint Power Allocation and Channel Accessing
for Inter-cluster Data Transmission
Input: For each Hi , the aggregated data amount of Hi and
the packet loss rate λi,s,0 over C0 , and the parameters in
cognitive model and energy consumption model.
Output: Transmission power for cluster heads, the channel
sensing and accessing sequence for inter-cluster data transmission.
1: Calculate the energy consumption E 2 over C0 according to
Proposition 3;
2: for all C x ∈ C do
∗ and E
3: Determine E 2,x
2,x by solving (PTAP) and according to Proposition 4, respectively;
4: end for
5: Determine the expected accessible channel set C accord
ing to Proposition 4, and reorder C as C according to
increasing order of E 2,x ;
6: k = 1;

7: while k ≤ |C | do

8: Sense the k-th channel Ck of C ;
9: if Ck is idle then
10:
Go to step 17;
11: end if
12: k = k + 1;
13: end while


14: if |C | == 0 or k > |C | then
15: Transmit the residual inter-cluster data over the default
channel C0 ;
16: else
17: Transmit the inter-cluster data over the channel Ck , and
∗ and adjust the transallocate the transmission time ti,x
∗
mission power to Pi,x for each Hi ∈ L, according to
Algorithm 2;
18: if The CAD of Ck is expired and the inter-cluster data
transmission is not completed then
19:
Go to step 1;
20: end if
21: end if
licensed channel in Zhang’s method is defined as the reduced
energy consumption by transmitting data over the licensed
channel than transmitting over C0 . Moreover, the number of
accessed channel for the intra-cluster data transmission in each
cluster and inter-cluster data transmission is set as one.

A. Intra-cluster Data Transmission
We evaluate the performance of the dynamic channel sensing and accessing scheme for intra-cluster data transmission in
this subsection. Fig. 5 shows the energy consumption of intracluster data transmission by accessing a specific licensed channel. In our proposed scheme, the CAD of the accessed channel
is allocated to CMs according to the optimal solution of (TAP).
We compare our scheme to the average allocation scheme, in
which the CAD of the accessed channel is equally allocated
to the CMs with residual data. It can be seen that our scheme
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TABLE II
PARAMETER S ETTINGS

Fig. 5. Energy consumption comparison for intra-cluster data transmission by
accessing a specific licensed channel.

can achieve lower energy consumption than that of the average
allocation scheme, when the CAD of the accessed channel is
no large than 60 ms. After the CAD becomes larger than 60 ms,
the energy consumption of two schemes converge to the same
value. The reason is that a large CAD can guarantee that all
the intra-cluster data are transmitted over the licensed channel,
which leads to a minimum and stable energy consumption.
Fig. 6 compares the energy consumption of intra-cluster data
transmission under different packet loss rates over C0 . In this
figure, the proposed scheme corresponds to Algorithm 1. It
can be seen that energy consumption increases sharply with the
increasing packet loss rate of C0 , if the cluster only uses C0 for
intra-cluster data transmission. Moreover, the proposed algorithm has lower energy consumption than Zhang’s method [35]
in both intra- and inter-cluster data transmission. Especially
when the packet loss rate of C0 is low, Zhang’s method even
produces a higher energy consumption than transmitting on
C0 , but the proposed algorithm chooses to keep working on
C0 to avoid the energy consumption in channel sensing and
switching.
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption comparison for intra-cluster data transmission
under different packet loss rates.

Fig. 8. Energy consumption comparison for inter-cluster data transmission by
accessing a specific licensed channel.

Fig. 7. Convergence speed of ACS based algorithm for solving (PTAP).

Fig. 9. Energy consumption comparison in inter-cluster data transmission
under different packet loss rates.

B. Inter-cluster Data Transmission
In this subsection, we aim to evaluate the performance of
the joint power allocation and channel accessing scheme in
inter-cluster data transmission. Fig. 7 shows the convergence
speed of the ACS based algorithm for solving (PTAP), i.e.,
Algorithm 2 . It can be seen that the algorithm can converge (or
find the optimal solution) within 6 iterations, which indicates
the proposed algorithm is highly efficient and can be applied to
resource-limited sensor networks. Fig. 8 compares the energy
consumption for inter-cluster data transmission under the proposed joint transmission power and time allocation scheme
and the average allocation scheme. In the average allocation
scheme, the CAD of the accessed channel is equally allocated
to the CHs with residual data and CHs use the maximum power
to transmit their data when using the accessed channel. In our
scheme, the transmission time and power are allocated to CHs
according to the optimal solution of (PTAP). From Fig. 8, we
can see that the average allocation scheme consumes much
more energy than our proposed scheme under both scenarios
of Pmax = 50 mW and Pmax = 200 mW. Meanwhile, our proposed scheme has lower energy consumption when it has a
larger range of adjustable transmission power.
Fig. 9 shows the comparisons of the energy consumption of
inter-cluster data transmission using different schemes, with
respect to different packet loss rates over C0 . Similar to the

comparison in Fig. 6, our proposed scheme can achieve lower
energy consumption than the others when the packet loss rate
of C0 is larger than 7%. Before that point, the energy consumption of our proposed scheme is the same as that of only using
C0 but much lower than that of Zhang’s method. It indicates that
the inter-cluster data transmission should keep performing over
C0 when the packet loss rate of C0 is lower than 7%, because
in such cases, the energy consumption of channel sensing and
accessing degrades the energy efficiency. Moreover, compared
with the intra-cluster data transmission in Fig. 6, licensed channels are sensed and accessed at a lower packet loss rate over
C0 . Because the heavy data traffic in inter-cluster data transmission can make the channel sensing and accessing profitable
for energy consumption reduction, even with a low packet loss
rate over C0 .
C. Impacts of System Parameters
Fig. 10 shows the total energy consumption comparison
under different amount of data traffic. With the increasing
data amount transmitted by sensor nodes, the total energy
consumption increases sharply if the CRSN uses C0 for data
transmission, while it only increases linearly under our proposed schemes. Moreover, higher data traffic indicates better
energy consumption improvement. Fig. 11 shows the total
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Fig. 10. Total energy consumption comparison under different amount of data
traffic.

In this paper, we have studied the dynamic channel accessing problem to improve the energy efficiency in clustered
CRSNs. By considering the energy consumption in channel
sensing and switching, we have determined the conditions of
sensing and accessing licensed channels for potential energy
consumption reduction. It can provide some insights for making
channel switching decisions in CRSNs, from the perspective
of energy efficiency. Moreover, two sequential channel sensing and accessing schemes have been proposed for intra- and
inter-cluster data transmission, respectively, which form a comprehensive solution to control the dynamic channel access
in clustered CRSNs for achieving optimal energy efficiency.
Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
schemes can significantly reduce the energy consumption of
data transmission and outperform the existing work without
considering the energy consumption of channel sensing and
switching. For our future work, we will investigate rechargeable
CRSNs, where stochastic harvested energy can be leveraged to
support the cognitive radio techniques.
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